Ragtime Cattery ZA Kitten Sale Contract
Date of Sale: ________________
Seller-Breeder’s Information:

Seller:

Mrs Beverley M Steyn of Ragtime Cattery ZA_____________________

Physical Address:

_____________________________________________________________

Postal Address:

_____________________________________________________________

Phone:

(H) ________________ (C) _______________ E-mail: info@ragdollcats.co.za_

Purchaser Information:

Buyer:

______________________________________________________________

Physical Address:

______________________________________________________________

Postal Address:

_______________________________________________________________

Phone:

(H) ____________________ (C) _________________E-mail: _________________

Details of Kitten
Name of Kitten:

_Ragtime _______________________ _________________

Date of Birth:

____________ ______________

Colour:

_ ________________ Pattern:________________Sex: ________________

Stud:

____________________________________________ ____________________

Queen:

____________________________________________ ____________________

Breed: ____ _________________ _

Vaccinations and Exams
Vaccination:

_Nobivac 1-HCP ____________________________________________

Next Vaccination Due:____________________________________________ _______________
Microchip Nr: ____________________________________________________________________
Kitten is being fed: _________________________________________________________________
The Purchaser shall pay the Breeder the sum of R____________ per kitten. A deposit of
R_____________ is payable to secure the kittens (received R______________on __________.)
The balance must be paid by cash or bank transfer before collection of kitten. CAT CARRIER: ________
(no kitten will be released if not transported in a proper cat carrier).

SHIPPING: _______(Cost of shipping is for

purchaser. )
The Breeder and the Purchaser acknowledge and agree that the cat is being purchased as
a: Pet X

b: Show cat ⃝ (Seller cannot guarantee show performance)

Conditions of the Sale
A) Health Guarantee
1) The seller guarantees that this kitten is healthy to the best of her knowledge. This kitten is only
guaranteed for 48 hours from time of sale against infection, internal worms and external fleas and ticks,
and FELV/FIV.
2) The buyer has 48 hours from the time of taking possession of the kitten, to take the kitten to a
registered vet for a health exam, if any health concerns are found, the buyer may return kitten to the
seller within 48 hours with a written explanation from the attending vet. No medical or travel
charges will be refunded. If this check up is not done, no claims can be made on health of kitten.
3) During this first 72 hours it is highly recommended that the kitten be isolated from any other pets and
monitored for health, eating, litter box usage and activity level.
4) The Purchaser agrees to keep all cat’s vaccinations current according to the schedule given at time of
Purchase or as advised by Licensed Veterinary. Do not give the kitten a FIP vaccination or the health
guarantee will be null and void. Feline Leukaemia vaccination is available and may be given at your own
risk, please speak to your Veterinarian.
5) If the kitten dies within the first year of life due to an DNA testable inherited genetic disease, (this
does not include FIP as it is not controllable) the buyer must inform the seller and provide a necropsy
from a certified veterinarian. The seller will then replace said kitten with one of equal quality when one
becomes available.
6) Seller guarantees kitten to be free of worms, fleas and ear mites when leaving the premises.
7) All kittens leave Ragtime on the understanding that they are indoor cats, and are not to be left outside
unattended. Cats that are allowed to go outside unattended may get ill or contract an life threatening
diseases (FELV/FIV. etc), fleas, danger, and will cause the health guarantee to be rendered null and void.

By the signing of this contract, the Purchaser understands and agrees that the seller will not be held
responsible for any future health problems of the skin, skeletal structure, reproductive organs or any
internal organs after the kitten is in the buyers' possession. The seller will guarantee this kitten is free
of known congenital defects. If one is found within a year, a replacement kitten will be arranged when
available. NO monies will be refunded.
I agree to the above,
Signed,
__________________________________________________Date:________________________
Buyer

______________________________________________Date:______________________
Seller

B) Conditions of the Sale
8) The Purchaser agrees that this cat will not be co-owned, sold, leased, loaned, traded, exchanged,
shared or given to any pet shop, research laboratory or similar facility .
9) The Purchaser agrees that this cat will be given the proper diet, fresh water and will not be denied
veterinarian care when necessary. Furthermore, the cat must receive frequent and kind human
attention and be groomed according to its needs.
10) The Breeder has the first right of refusal should the Purchaser be unable to retain ownership of the cat.
11) The seller is not responsible for any injury or illness to other pets or to this cat caused by exposure to
this kitten or existing pets. If this cat is found to be neglected or mistreated, Purchaser will surrender
said cat, all medical paperwork and signed registration paperwork to Breeder unconditionally
12) The Breeder undertakes to supply the Purchaser with registration papers within 30 days of the sale,
subject to processing time by The Cat Federation of South Africa.
13) This kitten will not be de-clawed or surgically altered in anyway except if deemed necessary by a
registered veterinarian if its health is at risk. The Breeder must be informed if this should happen. The
cat may also not be permanently caged.
14) If the Breeder is selling a show quality cat/kitten with showing rights and understanding that it can be
shown in any SACC or CASA show. Breeder can not guarantee the show success of this cat/kitten.
Breeder feels that this cat/kitten is a good representative of the breed, but show successes are
dependant of outside factors beyond the Breeders control. Including, but not limited to, competition,
grooming, condition, health, changes in colour and markings and maturity
15) Breeder must please be informed of cats show success. Updates must be given at least once a year on
the cats progress and health. In case of illness or death the Breeder must be informed immediately.
16) Breeder must be kept informed about changes in address, email and contact numbers.
IF BUYER BREAKS ANY PART OF THIS CONTRACT OR IF THIS CAT/KITTEN IS DECLAWED OR PERMANENTLY CAGED
OR VACCINATED AT THE SAME TIME AS ANY ILLNESS/SURGERY ALL GUARANTEES ARE NULL AND VOID AND
BREEDER RESERVES THE RIGHT TO TAKE BACK THE CAT WITHOUT REFUNDING THE PURCHASE PRICE OR
REPLACEMENT KITTEN.
*Due to many factors involved in rearing and caring for this kitten or cat that are beyond the control of the
seller, there are NO guarantees on temperament.
*This contract is legal and binding to all parties involved. It applies ONLY the buyer and seller in this original
transaction and is NOT transferable to other parties.
Reasonable attorney fees incurred in upholding this contract will be paid by Buyer.
I agree to the above contract,
Signed,
___________________________________________________ Date:______________________
Buyer

_______________________________________________Date:____________________
Seller

